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In Part 1, I set the table for what I want to expand upon here in Part 2. I tell a lie.
I only laid out the tablecloth. Now I am going to start setting out the dinner ware
and utensils. Don't worry, I won't forget the wine. In fact, I think I'll pour myself
a glass now. Would you like some? I'll wait…
Now that you have your wine, if you have not read Part 1, I would encourage
you to go back and read it before continuing on. I will even leave the link here
for you. No rush. I have a glass of wine, so I am not going anywhere. I can
wait…
https://the-unexpected-cosmology.nyc3.digitaloceanspaces.com/wpcontent/uploads/Q_and_the_Millennial_Kingdom_Part_1.pdf
You ready? Let's dive in. But before we do, I want to point out that in these
articles I am bolding certain key words or phrases or numbers. This is to draw
your attention to connections that might become clearer later on. Oh, I almost
forgot. I had better issue a trigger warning. We are going to get into some stuff
here. Modern day prophetic words being one. I am not even going to say the
other because that'll cause some, I am sure, to just stop reading right here.
Perhaps you had better swap out that glass of wine for something stiffer. Liquor
on wine, you'll be fine, right? Okay, for reals now. Here. We. Go.
And in the last days it shall be, God declares,
that I will pour out my Spirit on all flesh,
and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy,
and your young men shall see visions,
and your old men shall dream dreams
Acts 2:17
This weapon is in a human mind. And this weapon, which is in the human
mind, came to me when I saw some alphabetical letters. I saw some letters. At

first, I thought it was A to Z. Now, this is a puzzle to me right now. But God said
to me, focus on this so that the mystery can be unfolded. The letters
were A and Q. That is all I saw. And He said, "That is where it is at."
Kim Clement, June 2012
I find this interesting (Kim Clement's journal) because it talks about him being a
citizen of Heaven living on earth… It is almost like he is going back and forth.
And he couldn't speak (during the final year of his life). Maybe there was a
reason for him not being able to speak because maybe he was seeing things
that he was not allowed to tell us.
Donné Clement Petruska, Kim Clement's daughter, sometime after his death in
2016.
If you recall from part 1, Q is the 17th letter of our English alphabet. 17 is a
combination of 7 and 1. In Hebrew, the 7 would be the Zayin, a very special
letter in Hebrew. The 1 would be the Aleph, the silent letter. Of course, 7 and 1
equals 8, which is the number of New Beginnings or Salvation. For example,
there were 8 souls aboard Noah's ark, representing Salvation and New
Beginnings.
In Hebrew, the Q is the Qof (pronounced Koof) and is the 19th letter of the
Hebrew Alephbet. Every letter in Hebrew has a meaning. Additionally, every
letter has a numerical value (Jewish Gematria). The Qof has a numerical value
of 100. 100 is not just a universal whole number, it is a large whole number.
Keep this in mind. We will come back to that later.

Notice how the letter Qof has two parts. It is the only letter in the modern
Hebrew Alephbet where one part of the letter goes beneath the line, similar to
the English alphabet lower case p or q. The part that goes beneath the line is
called a Zayin.

At the top of the letter, you have the Resh. Now the Resh, when used in the
context of YHWH himself, can mean the head man or the God head. However,
if it is used in an earthly term, it represents wickedness. The Resh is on top of
the Zayin. It is covering it, trying to hold it down. An evil hovering above
Zayin. When a wicked person wants to turn from evil (the Resh) he takes a step
back, he combines with the Zayin and becomes the letter Qof, which represents
Holiness. Dark to Light. Evil to Holiness.
Q Post 1688, Jul 24, 2018 2:19:49 PM EDT
There is no greater [current] threat to the American people than the FAKE
NEWS MEDIA.
#ControlledMSM
Study Nazism.
Compare/contrast ANTIFA.
Compare/contrast SOCIALISM push.
Push for REBIRTH.

Who financed then?
Who is financing now?
DARK TO LIGHT.
GOOD WINS.
Q

Continuing. The Zayin, pictured above, is a crowned Vav, or a sword. Keep
that in mind, we will come back to it. The Vav is the 6th letter of the Hebrew
Alephbet. 6 is the number of man.
If I were to combine the two letters that make up Qof, Zayin and Resh, I would
get the word Zar, which means "strange". Reverse Zar and we have Raz, which
means "mysteries and secrets". So, the letter Q in Hebrew means "strange
mysteries and secrets".

On October 28, 2017, Q began posting cryptic messages on the 4chan message
board. Some interesting connections to the numbers related to the date of Q's
first post. October is the 10th month of the current calendar. You can combine
the 2 and the 8 in 28 to make 10. This gives you two tens. 10x10=100, the
numerical value of Qof. We can also find some interesting meaning in the year
portion of the date, 2017. The abbreviated date would be a simple 17. Of course,
Q is the 17th letter of our alphabet. You can also take the 17 and the 2 (drop the
0) and that makes 19. Qof is the 19th letter of the Hebrew Alephbet.
Q quickly gained traction among the autists and anons who hang out at these
types of message boards. So much so, that a mere 7 months later in June of
2018, Q made the Time's 25 Most Influential People on the Internet list.
Last October, an anonymous user, known simply as Q, started posting cryptic
messages on the controversial message board 4chan—the common theme being
that President Trump is a secret genius and his opponents, namely Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama, are evil. Q reportedly claimed to be getting this
information directly from the government, thanks to top-secret, “Q-type”
security clearance. There has been little—if any—hard evidence to support Q’s
musings. But over time, thousands of people started to believe them—or at
least, to acknowledge they might be real. And they became the foundation of a
wide-ranging conspiracy theory, known as QAnon, that has been covered by
the New York Times and New York Magazine, among others, and discussed in
more than 130,000 videos on YouTube. One of its most prominent followers:
Roseanne Barr, who tweeted several references to QAnon before being fired
from her hit TV show in May.
https://time.com/5324130/most-influential-internet/

Back to the Qof. We talked about the modern Hebrew letter. Now let's look at
the ancient Hebrew, or pictograph version. Notice how the letter is depicted as a
circle with a line through it. This is thought to represent the eye of a needle. If
you recall, Yahusha said that it is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a
needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven. He also said, that
with YHWH, all things are possible.
In the ancient world, the eye of the needle referenced a specific gate in the city
walls. It was a low gate, so that hostile armies could not just rush in. In order for
a camel to pass through the eye of the needle, everything it was carrying would
have to be removed from its back. It would have to kneel on all fours, it would
have to humble itself, in order to pass through the opening.
Remember when I said to keep the numerical value of the Qof in mind? Do you
remember what it is? If not, scroll back up towards the top. Just kidding, I won't
make you do that. The numerical value of the Qof is 100. Like a perfect square,
10x10. It might also make you think of $100. If you are a rich man, then you
are rolling in the dough and the Benjamin's be raining down. The reason it is
nearly impossible for a rich man to enter the kingdom is not because of his
wealth, but because that great wealth can lead to pride and reliance on one's own
works and riches rather than reliance on the perfect work of Yahusha. Pride
goes before the fall. Vanity brings pride. Money and power brings pride.

The Qof can also represent a monkey. The nature of a monkey and the
symbology of a monkey is vanity, primal. Primal instinct. Thus, the Qof
represents the necessity to rise above all the fleshly or primal qualities of evil
and enter into spiritual qualities. This letter also represents the removing of a
shell that covers a man to reveal the true soul of a man, whether light or dark.

In the last days, I will pour out my Spirit…
I was standing in my garden. Suddenly the Spirit came and removed from my
eyes, scales. I was praying for America, and I was praying for Israel. Nothing
unusual. Suddenly behind me, starting behind my back and going in the form of
an arrow, were hundreds of thousands of people. And I turned around and I
was stunned at what I saw. This was not just a mere dream; this was a vision.
So I raised my hands, like this, and every one of them raised their hands. I
looked back and they were doing the same thing. I shouted and they all
shouted. They were one. They were one! One party. One party of people.
It continued until I realized, that in the unity of these, amongst them stood one
that God had set aside to be the leader of this nation. I could not quite see his
face because that was not allowed. Because there was a mist that covered all
the people, and he was amongst them. And the Spirit of God made me look at
him and (the Spirit of God) said this man will throttle the enemies of Israel.
This man will throttle the enemies of the West. And there are highly
embarrassing moments that are about to occur for many, many politicians in
this nation. There will be a shaking amongst the Democrats in the upcoming
elections, but unsettling for the Republicans. Why is God doing this? For God
says I am dissatisfied with what emerges from both parties!
And then there is a nation, He took me and showed me, itching for a new kind
of war with America. They will shout, "Impeach! Impeach" they say. But nay.
This nation shall come very subtly. But (this nation) shall not come in the time

of President Obama. They shall come when this new one arises. My David that
I have set aside for this nation. And they shall say, what is your plan for
this giant? And he will take a simple stone. Remember the name. And he will
hold it up and they will laugh at him. But the plan is so brilliant, says the
Lord, it could only have been given by me.
Kim Clement, February 22, 2014
Okay, we are here. The trigger warning that I dare not mention at the beginning.
A man (Vav), who is crowned (leader), who holds a sword (weapon), in a new
kind of war, warfare of the mind (information warfare). This man is a rich
man (100), and from whom the shell covering is removed to reveal the true soul
of the man. Does he still have a heart of stone, or has he been given a heart of
flesh? Enter Q+ The man, according to Kim Clement, who is the Most High's
David that He has set aside for this nation. For such a time as this. You might
know him better as Donald J Trump.

Triggered yet? You either love him or you hate him. No one is in the middle. I
only ask that you stick with me though because by the time I am done with my
series, I hope you will at least agree that even if you still hate the man, you need
to pray for him. As esteemed author and avowed Truther Noel J. Hadley loves
to say, don't let cognitive dissonance win the day.

Q+
It has been established that Q+ is DJT, also referenced as 4-10-20 in the Q
drops. If you are paying attention, in simple English Gematria, 4-10-20 is D-J-T.
For those newer to Q, at this point I am not going to get into all the proofs that
Q is coming from Trump's inner circle and that Q+ is Trump. I will leave you
with a breadcrumb though to begin your own research.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/LHcg3CYHLGoR/
On February 18, 2018, Q+ made his first appearance in the Q drops.
Q Post 791, Feb 18, 2018 8:57:51 PM EST
"For I know the plans I have for you,” declares the Lord, “plans to prosper
you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future."
:Protect 6/14-46
:Protect 6/14-46
Q+
It is worth noting a few things here. For one, there is a 19 hidden in the
timestamp. Feb 18, 2018 8:57:51 PM EDT can be written as 2/18/18, 8:57:51.
2+18+18+8+57+51=154. Bracket the [15], add the 4, result is 19.

Furthermore, post #791 contains both a 17 and a 19. Obviously, 7+9+1=17.
Reverse 791 and you have 197. Bracket the [19]7 and you are left with 7 or the
Zayin. Zayin - a crowned Vav or sword. A weapon. A weapon that is in
the mind. Information. A weapon that can be used in a new kind of war,
information warfare. A weapon that can be used in information warfare that
connects to the letters Q and A.
Q Post 4881, Oct 17, 2020 12:36:26 PM EDT
There is 'Q'. 1
There are 'Anons'. 2
There is no 'Qanon'. 3
Media labeling as 'Qanon' is a method [deliberate] to combine [attach] 'Q' to
comments _theories _suggestions _statements [and ACTIONS] made by 2.
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU CANNOT ATTACK THE
INFORMATION [primary source 1]?
DO YOU ATTACK [& TYPECAST] THROUGH USE OF OTHERS?
Not all 'Anons' are authentic [injected].
You are correct, CJ.
Retweet @ 17:17 had meaning. [mathematical probability _17:17 [day after]?]
Do you believe it was a coincidence surgical removal of You Tube accounts
occurred same day as 'Hunter' drop?
Welcome to the Digital Battlefield.
Q
Most of you, I am sure, recognize the first line in the initial drop by Q+ as a
well-known Bible verse, Jeremiah 29:11. "For I know the plans I have for you,”
declares the Lord, “plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you

hope and a future." What happens if we scroll on down to verse 17 of the same
chapter?
yes, this is what the Lord Almighty says: “I will send the sword, famine and
plague against them and I will make them like figs that are so bad they cannot
be eaten.
Jeremiah 29:17
Since we can see that 17 and 19 both equal Q, let’s see what verse 19 says.
For they have not listened to my words,” declares the Lord, “words that I sent
to them again and again by my servants the prophets. And you exiles have not
listened either,” declares the Lord.
Jeremiah 29:19
Do you see it? In these two verses, which we can link to this initial Q+ post we
have sword (weapon), and words (information) and prophets. Coincidence?

And your sons and your daughters
shall prophesy…
God says, "once you recognize the man that I have raised up, pray. For the
enemy will do everything in his power to put a witch in the White House! The
hands of once compassionate women have cooked their own children! And
their children have become food for them! Your children have become food for
who were once compassionate women. Your children will no longer be your
food. You shall not use them and take them out of the womb." says the Lord.
"Watch how I change everything for there will be those, a justice. There are
those who are in a strong position." I (Kim Clement) am just hearing this now.
"In the highest court in the land, The Supreme Court, two shall step down for

the embarrassment of what shall take place. For I wish to place in the highest
court in the land, Righteousness. And they shall attempt to put others in to
reach their endeavors." But God says, "Hear me tonight! Hear me today! I
have this whole thing planned out.
Kim Clement, February 22, 2018
They will shout, "Impeach! Impeach!" But this shall not happen. And then
God says, highly embarrassing moments when another Snowden arises.
And people will become very afraid. They will say, "we have no protection."
And then God says, "Am I impressed with your weapons of war?! Am I
impressed with the strength of your men's legs?! Ha! I have said I will bring
this nation to its knees." And God said, "You have been humbled. And yet
some more. And then you shall hear the sounds of great victory. For where are
my people gathered? Where is the sound of unity from my people?"
Kim Clement, February 22, 2018.
These prophecies by Kim Clement are intriguing. Either he is a prophet, or he is
simply another guy on the stage. YHWH Himself did say that in the last
days that prophecy would return. Until I can be convinced otherwise, I am
going to give Kim Clement the benefit of the doubt and trust that when
YHWH said in the last days, He would pour out his Spirit upon all flesh,
that He is keeping His word. So, let’s take a look at these prophecies.
Suddenly behind me, starting behind my back and going in the form of an
arrow, were hundreds of thousands of people. And I turned around and I was
stunned at what I saw. This was not just a mere dream; this was a vision. So, I
raised my hands, like this, and every one of them raised their hands. I looked
back and they were doing the same thing. I shouted and they all shouted. They
were one. They were one!
Form of an arrow - Not to be confused with an upwards facing Triangle =
Illuminati. Downwards facing arrow = Against Illuminati (arrow). It can also
mean Tip of the Spear = Special Operations Command (SOCOM).

Q Post 3728, Dec 19, 2019 1:09:05 AM EST
Friend/Patriot - hold your head up high.
POTUS was not harmed in any way today other than on paper (history books).

Sometimes you must sacrifice yourself for the greater good.
"I will gladly take all those SLINGS AND ARROWS for you." - POTUS
But, even that, can be undone.
The enormity of what is coming will SHOCK THE WORLD.
Pray.
Q
Hundreds of thousands of people… They were one! - Where We Go One We
Go All (WWG1WGA) is one of the more well known Q phrases. This phrase
was also etched into the ship's bell of JFK's sailboat. I plan on diving into
WWG1WGA more in depth in a future article.

God says, "once you recognize the man that I have raised up, pray. For the
enemy will do everything in his power to put a witch in the White House! - No
comment needed here. Pretty self-explanatory. I would just like to state for the
record that no, I am not suicidal.

Q Post 354, Dec 14, 2017 9:43:38 PM EST
Shall we play a game?
Find the spider(s) and build the web (the ‘map’).
Remember, they consider you to be the fly (specifically, the ‘feeder’).

Remember, THEY NEVER THOUGHT SHE WAS GOING TO LOSE.
Therefore, they never thought investigations and/or public interest into their
criminal acts would be exposed/investigated.
Therefore, they never thought they had anything to fear.
Therefore, they openly showcase their symbolism.
Therefore, they were sloppy.
Hussein’s last speech in Chicago re: ‘scandal free’.
Why did he continually emphasize that phrase?
As a backup, they infiltrated and control the narrative (the ‘MSM’).
As a backup, they install only those on the team.
As a backup, they blackmail those that aren’t.
As a backup, they defined ‘conspiracy’ as crazy/mentally unstable and label
anything ‘true’ as such.
This works given most of what they engage in is pure evil and simply
unbelievable (hard to swallow).
The ‘fix’ has always been in – no matter which party won the election (-JFK
(killed)/Reagan(shot)).
This was always the promise made to those who played the game (willingly or
otherwise) (i.e., they would never lose power).
Power of the (3) letter agencies.
Power over the US Military (WW dominance to push against other nations and
install like-kind).
These people are really stupid.

Follow the husbands.
Another Hint:
Ian Cameron
McKinsey & Company
Clowns In America.
Dr. Emmett J. Rice.
Federal Reserve.
Everyone is connected.
How about a nice game of chess?
Q
Dec 14 - 12/14 - 12+1+4=17
2017 - 2+17=19
The hands of once compassionate women have cooked their own children! And
their children have become food for them! Your children have become food for
who were once compassionate women. Your children will no longer be your
food. You shall not use them and take them out of the womb." says the Lord.

Q Post 3917, Apr 08, 2020 5:37:40 PM EDT (truncated)
Did you think 'SPIRIT COOKING' was just pretend?
http://cannibalclub.org/index.html
Q
Post #3917 - 39[17] - 3[91]7 - 19
5:37:40 PM EDT - 5+3+7+4=19
"Watch how I change everything for there will be those, a justice. There are
those who are in a strong position." I (Kim Clement) am just hearing this now.
"In the highest court in the land, The Supreme Court, two shall step down for
the embarrassment of what shall take place. For I wish to place in the highest
court in the land, Righteousness. And they shall attempt to put others in to
reach their endeavors." But God says, "Hear me tonight! Hear me today! I
have this whole thing planned out.
Q Post 1149 Apr 15, 2018 8:03:34 PM EDT

>>1055967
Think timing.
LL remains AG HRC.
HRC appoints new AS replacement.
RBG steps down.
LL steps up.
New AG.
‘The Plan’.
Q
1055967
[10]5596[7] - [10] + [7] = 17
10[55][9]67 - [5+5] + [9] = 19
10559[6]7 - [6] = man

Q Post 2671, Jan 11, 2019 5:15:03 AM EST
If a woman is selected as the nominee does that eliminate the wrap up smear
re: sexual assault?
What other tactics might be planned to block and/or force name removal?
Why is the Senate important?
Who controls the Senate?
53-47
Enjoy the show.
Q

They will shout, "Impeach! Impeach!" But this shall not happen. - Notice the
word "impeach" is used twice in Kim's prophecy. Trump was impeached twice.
He was acquitted both times.

Q Post 4172, May 09, 2020 12:53:05 PM EDT
https://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/us-china-sign-historic-trade-deal
Dates are important.
January 15, 2020.
>Historic trade deal w/ China signed
>>China loses billions in clawback
>[Held][Timed] IMPEACHMENT articles are delivered to Senate
>FIRST case of COVID-19 lands in UNITED STATES [Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport]
Do the Chinese like losing?

Do the Chinese want POTUS removed/replaced P_elec_2020?
Do the Chinese want BIDEN installed P_elec_2020?
Is this about the virus OR THE ELECTION?
Q
And then God says, highly embarrassing moments when another Snowden
arises. - It seems this prophecy is playing out as I write this article with Hunter
Biden's laptop. It is becoming apparent that Hunter left the laptop on purpose.
There are highly embarrassing moments caught on that laptop, not only for
Hunter, but for many others. Obama's own underage daughter. Connections to
the US Government funded bio weapons labs in Ukraine. Payments for "the big
guy" from foreign interests. The list goes on and on. Hunter did not accidentally
leave his laptop. This was purposeful. Hunter is another Snowden.
Q Post 4891, Oct 18, 2020 1:12:32 AM EDT
How do you inform your target(s) ['business partners'] what you have?
Why would H. Biden have such material on his LAPTOP?
How was the content *originally* received?
Email?
Why would H. Biden risk turning over such material to a computer repair shop?
[contents unrestricted?]
On purpose [years of being treated poorly by 'Pop'] or simple negligence?
If such information existed on LAPTOP why wouldn't contents be claimed?
Several attempts made to contact to claim?
Messages left?

Why wouldn't H. Biden want to reclaim *knowing* the contents on the drive
could bury *Pops* & family.
A troubled life?
A troubled family?
Looks can be deceiving.
Q
48[91] - reverse = 19
Oct 18 - 10/18 - 10+1+8=19
And people will become very afraid. They will say, "we have no protection." Can you say COVID-19. Media hype. Non-stop. The people became very
afraid. There was no protection from this virus. The sheep clamored for
the vaccine, first mocking and refusing the provisions YHWH had made
(naturopathy, homeopathy, diet, vitamin D, even things like HCQ and
Ivermectin) then ignoring all the evidence and common sense that this was not
something that was safe or effective. Like the children of Israel in the desert,
YHWH sent the snakes, or "cookies" in this case, which poisoned their blood
for refusing His provision. NOTE: we will get into why Trump had to move
forward with Operation Warp Speed in a future article.
Q Post 4306, May 21, 2020 1:44:41 PM EDT
How do you convince people a VACCINE is necessary [critical]?
https://aspe.hhs.gov/cdc-influenza-deaths-request-correction-rfc
"US data on influenza deaths are false and misleading. The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) acknowledges a difference between flu death
and flu associated death yet uses the terms interchangeably. Additionally, there
are significant statistical incompatibilities between official estimates and
national vital statistics data. Compounding these problems is a marketing of

fear—a CDC communications strategy in which medical experts "predict dire
outcomes" during flu seasons."
APPLY TO COVID-19 DATA REPORTS.
Q
4306 - [43]0[6] - [7] & [6] - Zayin and man
And then God says, "Am I impressed with your weapons of war?! - The masses
are starting to learn what Truthers knew all along, that the COVID-19 virus was
a weapon of war, a bioweapon. We are also learning that it was funded by the
US Deep State, made in the Ukraine, and released in China. However, YHWH
was not impressed with this weapon of war. Look what happened when
Omicron hit. Either it was a naturally occurring weak strain that rapidly spread
with minor side effects that produced herd immunity, or it was an engineered
counter measure. Either way, it came from the Most High. Perhaps that is what
Operation Warp Speed was really about? That is what those in the business call
a teaser.
Q Post 3616, Nov 21, 2019 7:55:51 PM EST
THE GREAT AWAKENING.
You are THE NEWS NOW.
Handle w/ care.
Q
20[19]
7:55:51 - 7+[55] = 7+10 = 17
7:55:[51] = 6
7:55:51 PM can be written as 19:55:51 - 19:10:6

Am I impressed with the strength of your men's legs?! - What is one of the side
effects of the Jab? Blood clots. Cardiac arrest.

Ha! I have said I will bring this nation to its knees." And God said, "You have
been humbled. And yet some more." - He is doing this now. The first humbling
came with our pullout of Afghanistan. Now we are being humbled by current
events in Ukraine. Russia is seemingly walking all over us. We are being
humbled economically. We have been humbled and yet some more.
Whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and whoever humbles himself will be
exalted.
Mathew 23:12
2+3=5
5+12=17
And then you shall hear the sounds of great victory. For where are my people
gathered? Where is the sound of unity from my people?"
O sing unto the LORD a new song; for He hath done marvelous things: His
right hand, and His holy arm, hath gotten Him the victory.

Psalm 98:1
9+8=17
1 and 7=8 so bracket the [8]
9[8]:1 = 91 reverse = 19
Q Post 4882, Oct 17, 2020 12:47:14 PM EDT

PANIC IN DC.
THE BEST IS YET TO COME.
Q
October 17
12:47:14 - 1+2+4+7+1+4=19

Q Post 3440 Jul 17, 2019 10:20:24 PM EDT (truncated)
How many coincidences before mathematically impossible?
For Anons/Patriots.
Q

